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". . . the authors sound a pessimistic note about society's short-term memory in their sobering,
able history of Camille" --Booklist"This highly readable account aimed at a general audience
excels at telling the plight of the victims and how local political authorities reacted. The saddest
lesson is how little the public and the government learned from Camille. Highly recommended
for all public libraries, especially those on the Gulf and East coasts."—Library Journal onlineAs
the unsettled social and political weather of summer 1969 played itself out amid the heat of
antiwar marches and the battle for civil rights, three regions of the rural South were devastated
by the horrifying force of Category 5 Hurricane Camille.Camille's nearly 200 mile per hour winds
and 28-foot storm surge swept away thousands of homes and businesses along the Gulf Coast
of Louisiana and Mississippi. Twenty-four oceangoing ships sank or were beached; six offshore
drilling platforms collapsed; 198 people drowned. Two days later, Camille dropped 108 billion
tons of moisture drawn from the Gulf onto the rural communities of Nelson County, Virginia-
nearly three feet of rain in 24 hours. Mountainsides were washed away; quiet brooks became
raging torrents; homes and whole communities were simply washed off the face of the earth.In
this gripping account, Ernest Zebrowski and Judith Howard tell the heroic story of America's
forgotten rural underclass coping with immense adversity and inconceivable tragedy.Category 5
shows, through the riveting stories of Camille's victims and survivors, the disproportionate
impact of natural disasters on the nation's poorest communities. It is, ultimately, a story of the
lessons learned-and, in some cases, tragically unlearned-from that storm: hard lessons that
were driven home once again in the awful wake of Hurricane Katrina."Emergency responses to
Katrina were uncoordinated, slow, and--at least in the early days--woefully inadequate.
Politicians argued about whether there had been one disaster or two, as if that mattered. And
before the last survivors were even evacuated, a flurry of finger-pointing had begun. The
question most neglected was: What is the shelf life of a historical lesson?"Ernest Zebrowski is
founder of the doctoral program in science and math education at Southern University, a
historically black university in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Professor of Physics at Pennsylvania
State University's Pennsylvania College of Technology. His previous books include Perils of a
Restless Planet: Scientific Perspectives on Natural Disasters. Judith Howard earned her Ph.D. in
clinical social work from UCLA, and writes a regular political column for the Ruston, Louisiana,
Morning Paper."Category 5 examines with sensitivity the overwhelming challenges presented by
the human and physical impacts from a catastrophic disaster and the value of emergency
management to sound decisions and sustainability."--John C. Pine, Chair, Department of
Geography & Anthropology and Director of Disaster Science & Management, Louisiana State
University



From Publishers WeeklyCamille, which swept through coastal Mississippi and Louisiana in
August 1969, was the storm that inspired the five-level scale currently used to predict the
damage inflicted by hurricanes, and remains the only Category 5 storm—the strongest—to
make landfall in modern American history. Zebrowski and Howard ground the storm's story in
personal narratives, opening with the tale of a couple who fear their son has been killed when
the storm hits the Mississippi coast. They interview other survivors in the region and up in
Virginia, where Camille collided with another storm system, tracking the destruction and the
confused response of local authorities. Zebrowski, a physicist, and Howard, a political columnist
for a northern Louisiana newspaper, also focus on the role of Southern racial politics in shaping
the civic response, particularly in one remote Louisiana parish. It's a serviceable recounting, with
a thin layer of analysis discussing how Camille influenced the eventual creation of FEMA. Brief
reference is made to Hurricane Katrina, but at this early stage, the authors can't say more than
that authorities appear not to have learned from the earlier storm's effects. Photos, maps.
(Dec.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From BooklistFollowing his Last Days of St.
Pierre (2002), Zebrowski collaborates with Howard to examine 1969's Hurricane Camille. Partly
a narrative and partly a pondering of how people and authorities prepare for predictable risk, the
work focuses on the areas devastated by the maelstrom: Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana;
Mississippi's Gulf Coast; and faraway Nelson County, Virginia. As prelude, the authors recount
the local living memory of hurricanes, and further set the stage with the local political and social
landscape (segregation hung on in 1969). Settling in with events, they chronicle forecaster
Robert Simpson's monitoring of the advancing storm, then magnify its climax with several
harrowing survival stories. The authors tell of Luke Petrovich, a Plaquemines politician who
found refuge in a water-treatment plant, and Ben Duckworth, a Mississipian swept inland by the
storm surge. Closing with Camille's aftermath--years of reconstruction and some reform of
disaster preparedness--the authors sound a pessimistic note about society's short-term memory
in their sobering, able history of Camille. Gilbert TaylorCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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CATEGORY 5THE STORY OF CAMILLELessons Unlearned fromAMERICA'S MOSTVIOLENT
HURRICANEERNEST ZEBROWSKI & JUDITH A. HOWARDThe University of Michigan
PressAnn ArborCopyright © 2005 by Ernest Zebrowski and Judith A. HowardAll rights
reservedPublished in the United States of America byThe University of Michigan
PressManufactured in the United States of America Printed on acid-free paper2008 2007
2006 2005 4 3 2 1No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, or otherwise,
without the written permission of the publisher.A CIP catalog record for this book is available
from the British Library.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataZebrowski, Ernest.
Category 5 : the story of Camille, lessons unlearned from America's most violent hurricane /
Ernest Zebrowski and Judith A. Howard. p. cm. Includes bibliographical references and
index. : 978-0-472-11525-9 (cloth : alk. paper) : 0-472-11525-1 (cloth : alk. paper) 1.
Hurricane Camille, 1969. 2. Gulf Coast (Miss.)—History—20th century. 3. Hurricanes—North
Atlantic Ocean. 4. Cyclones—Tropics. I. Title: Category five. II. Howard, Judith A. III.
Title.QC945.Z43 2005 363.34'92209762—dc22
2005028583frontispiece: View of Camille by the ESSA 9 satellite at 2:57
p.m., August 17, 1969. Camille was the first hurricane to be tracked continuously by satellite
from birth to death. (USACE, Mobile District.)13 978-0-472-03240-2 (paper)13
978-0-472-02587-9 (electronic)This book is dedicated to the loving memory ofHazel M.
Howard1923–1992&Willie M. Howard1918–1995who would understand why it is also
dedicatedto Princeand to the memory of:Tiny, Cutie, Bridget, Sadie, & SaathiIf I could have one
part of the world back the way it used to be, I would not choose Dresden before the firebombing,
Rome before Nero, or London before the blitz. I would not resurrect Babylon, Carthage, or San
Francisco… . I want the Mississippi Gulf Coast back the way it was before Hurricane Camille.—
Elizabeth Spencer, On the Gulf (1991)It's hard to believe the damage could be so great. My
honest feelings are that there could never be an accurate record in the history books as to what
has gone on here. Pictures will show part of it. Words will tell part of it. But it will never be
accurately described.—Ed Tinsley, Virginia State PolicePrefaceThe 1960s was a long decade of
assassinations, race riots, environmental disasters, and war, all beamed directly into American
living rooms. The Cold War loomed in the shadows, threatening at any moment to flare into a
nuclear Armageddon. The Supreme Court was transforming race relations and gender roles.
Congress passed civil rights legislation over the fierce opposition of many southern senators. An
iconoclastic generation of youth shocked its elders. Traditional boundaries and social categories
were being upset in every corner of American life.In the face of these changes, many rural
American communities receded into themselves. Indeed, some of these regions, particularly in
the South, had never been particularly well-connected to the outside world in the first place.
Many preached a kind of home-grown isolationism, often expressed in the language of



American self-reliance and a wary opposition to centralized government.Then, in August 1969,
Mother Nature yanked three such regions— Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana; the Mississippi Gulf
Coast; and Nelson County, Virginia—sharply out of their isolation by delivering the most
powerful hurricane to strike the American mainland in recorded history. Camille, as the storm
was called, had the highest sustained winds—sea-level measurements topped out at 172 miles
per hour, but winds as high as 201 miles per hour were extrapolated from aircraft data—of any
hurricane ever to strike the United States. Her storm surge—officially measured at 24.6 feet
inside a surviving structure, but almost certainly reaching more than 28 feet—also set a record,
as did the thirty-two inches of rain she dumped on rural Virginia in just six hours. The Virginia
deluge triggered some 150 landslides and generated floods of almost Biblical proportions. The
memory of these events was so terrible that, almost forty years later, many long-term residents
of the stricken regions still marked time in terms of “before Camille” and “after Camille.”It was
almost much worse. Camille turned north in time to narrowly miss New Orleans. Even so,
hundreds of people were killed, and thousands more lost everything they had. Recovery of the
stricken communities took decades. In the summer of 2005, bare concrete foundation slabs—
vestiges of Camille—still dotted many Gulf Coast neighborhoods.While geographic,
sociopolitical, and cultural factors affect the impact of every disaster, such considerations took
on even more significance than usual in the aftermath of Camille. As the enormity of the
catastrophe sank in, local officials were forced to temper their mistrust of outsiders and accept at
least some offers of federal assistance. This change in attitudes was not universal, nor was it
equally effective across the board. Even as Camille laid bare the myth of rural self-reliance and
opened these once-isolated regions to outside help, the old culture of individualism still claimed
justification in the inevitable glitches of the recovery effort.Although individual initiatives indeed
proved necessary, they were not a sufficient response to the overwhelming challenges. It takes
more than a cluster of individuals, more even than a local community, to successfully respond to
nature on a rampage. And so Camille secured, for the next three decades, Washington's role in
providing disaster mitigation and relief in an increasingly complex society. The result was a raft of
new federal programs, improvements in emergency management planning (eventually leading
to the creation of FEMA), increased support for scientific and engineering research (resulting in
new building codes and the adoption of the Saffir-Simpson potential damage scale, among
other innovations), and a clearer understanding of the psychosocial consequences of disaster
trauma.Then, just as we were completing this book in August 2005, nearly 90,000 square miles
of the central Gulf coast were devastated by another monster hurricane. Katrina, an enormous
Category 4 storm, was immediately dubbed by some old-timers as “Camille's evil
daughter.”Katrina was in many respects a replay of Camille, which had made essentially the
same landfall back in 1969. And while the historic catastrophe of August 1969 had supposedly
awakened everyone—Congress, meteorologists, civil engineers, relief workers, and emergency
response specialists—to the multifaceted complexities of disaster management, many of the
lessons learned from that experience about the hard work of disaster preparedness, evacuation,



and emergency response seemed to have been forgotten.In response to the events of August
and September 2005, we have revised the concluding chapter of this book to speak to a few of
the parallels between the two hurricanes. But we have purposely limited our analysis of the
response to Katrina, on the assumption that it will take several years to sort out responsibility for
the tragic blunders of that effort. The main focus in the pages that follow is Camille, and the
many lessons learned—some, sadly, later unlearned—from that terrible storm. We have decided
to let the story of Camille speak for itself, essentially as we wrote it prior to the ravages of
Katrina. We leave it to you, the informed reader, to draw your own
conclusions.AcknowledgmentsWe are grateful to the many dozens of people—community
leaders, librarians, professional colleagues, students, military men, and everyday citizens in the
communities we visited—who generously took the time to talk with us and to point us in the
direction of various resources. We are especially indebted to those survivors of Camille and their
family members who assisted us, and for opening their hearts to us by sharing memories that
were often still painful, sometimes to the point of tears, even all these years later. It is impossible
to fully depict what it must have been like to survive the chaotic fury of Camille; while we have
strived for accuracy, we apologize if we have introduced any misconceptions or errors of fact into
their stories, and offer them our sincerest apologies.To include all of the personal accounts we
gathered, unfortunately, would have swelled this book to the size of a small encyclopedia. In fact,
we ultimately cut more than 100 pages out of our initial manuscript to arrive at this book. This
should not be construed as disregard for the contributions of those whose stories had to be left
out; every one of them has contributed in some manner to what follows, although they do not
always appear by name.We are deeply indebted to Linda Frazier, Lina Iu, David Lopez, Linn
Joslyn, and Cleopatra Mathis for reading early drafts of this material and for offering valuable
suggestions and to Sandy Mansfield for her unwavering support and encouragement. We
greatly appreciate the understanding of our friends and family who too often heard, “I can't. I'm
working on the book.” Last, but hardly least, we are grateful to our insightful and dedicated
editor, Jim Reische, for his enthusiastic support of this project. His good humor saved us on
more than one occasion.Ernest Zebrowski and Judith A. HowardSeptember 18, 2005Contents1.
Grim News2. Of Love and Life3. Bayou Country4. The Birdsfoot Peninsula5. Storm Warnings6.
On the Coast7. Exodus8. Troubled Waters9. Angry Seas10. Dawn11. Rubble12. Deluge13. A
County Divided14. Reconnecting15. Outsiders16. A Knotty LegacyEpilogueAppendixNotes on
SourcesBibliographyIndexIllustrationsCHAPTER 1GRIM NEWSMonday, August 18,
1969Josephine Duckworth paced in the living room of her upscale home in Jackson,
Mississippi. The yard was littered with tree limbs, mangled porch furniture, and other debris that
had originated who knew where, but it wasn't that mess that distressed her. Her frantic thoughts
were on Ben, her twenty-three-year-old son. She hadn't heard from him since six o'clock the
previous evening.Born in Alabama, Josephine fit every positive stereotype anyone might have of
a classic southern belle. Blonde, petite, and ever the lady, invariably dressed as if expecting to
be photographed for posterity, she was loved by all who knew her. No new acquaintance could



fail to be captivated by her charm, her magnetic smile, and her lilting southern accent. Ben had
often joked, both to his friends and teasingly to his mother directly, that she was the only woman
in the world who could turn her birthplace, Troy, into a three-syllable word.She'd spent a
sleepless Sunday night pacing, praying, and dialing one phone number after another. She'd left
messages for the governor and the adjutant general that her son and two dozen others had
stayed at the Richelieu Apartments in Pass Christian. Now, Monday morning, the newscasts still
reported nothing about Camille's impact on the coast. In fact, the Mississippi Gulf Coast, 140
miles to the south, had been cut off from all communication.Her husband, Hubert, shut the front
door behind him and peeled off his dripping raincoat. The storm had tapered to a drizzle, and
he'd just confirmed that there was no serious damage in their own neighborhood. He needed to
get to his office. There would surely be a lot to do after this one.A vice president of Borden Inc.,
Hubert Duckworth was responsible for all of the company's operations in the state of Mississippi.
And, indeed, he would soon learn that the hurricane had created a whole host of problems for
his managers and staff—including damage to production facilities, statewide complications in
the distribution of Borden's dairy products, and devastating losses of dairy herds in the southern
counties. In fact, bad news about additional problems would continue to arrive for weeks to
come. Josephine, however, was not interested in Borden at the moment. She reminded Hubert,
with no mistake in her voice, that while he'd been sleeping through the night she had been wide
awake and doing all of the worrying for the both of them. She was not about to let him leave the
house until they heard from Ben.Although Hubert was not one to show much emotion (in
Josephine's words, he wasn't a “folksy” kind of fellow), he tried his best to console her. They had
raised a very smart son, he assured her. Certainly Ben was okay. The problem, he explained,
was simply that hurricanes blow down trees and that phone lines are no match for falling
trees.Josephine tried the phone again only to get another busy signal. Not a single telephone in
Harrison or Hancock County remained active, and the trunk lines were clogged with thousands
of futile attempts to get through. She turned up the volume on the television, but the local
newscasters still babbled about the minor damage in Jackson while only alluding to unconfirmed
reports of “major damage” on the coast. In her mind, Josephine rolled over and again the
reasons why Ben had stayed behind in the face of the mandatory evacuation order. Not just the
reasons he'd told her on the phone yesterday evening but the other possible reasons as
well.Hubert, meanwhile, dialed Robert Pendleton, a private investigator who had done various
jobs for Borden over the years. When that brief conversation ended, Hubert assured Josephine
that they'd know something in a couple of hours. Pendleton's New Orleans office had already
chartered a helicopter, and some of his boys were fixin' to take off for an aerial inspection.
Pendleton would tell them to check out the condition of the Richelieu, and as soon as they did,
he'd phone the Duckworths with the news.The call came around noon. Hubert snatched up the
receiver, listened, then broke into a grin. Josephine sank into the sofa and sighed in relief,
clutching her chest. The flyboys had radioed their report, and the Richelieu Apartments had
stood up just fine. Although there was terrible devastation nearby, Ben was surely safe. The



Duckworths hugged, then went to the kitchen to stir up brunch while waiting to hear from Ben
directly. Hubert began thinking about how he would prioritize his responsibilities at the office in
the aftermath of the disaster.The report from the helicopter, however, turned out to be a cruel
mistake. So many landmarks in Pass Christian had been flattened that the pilot and observers
had mistaken another structure farther inland—it was never clear which one—for the Richelieu
Apartments building. In fact, so little physical evidence of the Richelieu had survived that it was
impossible to pinpoint the former site of that place from the air. Later that afternoon, Pendleton
phoned Hubert back with the bad news. He offered the Duckworths his prayers and told them
that there might be something on the CBS Evening News.This was a time, mid-1969, of
widespread distrust of public officials. The peace and civil rights activists had split the nation, the
women's movement was gaining steam, and President Nixon's inconsistent public statements
about the war in Vietnam had disillusioned so many that a widely distributed poster posed the
question in banner lettering under his photograph, “Would you buy a used car from this man?” In
that atmosphere of discontent, Walter Cronkite, the fatherly anchor of the CBS Evening News,
held his team of reporters and writers to impeccable standards of journalistic veracity. A public
opinion poll actually identified Cronkite as “the most trusted man in America.”That evening,
August 18, 1969, Cronkite stared somberly into the camera and told the nation of the terrible
destruction of the Mississippi Gulf Coast by a hurricane named Camille. The National Hurricane
Center (NHC) had reported winds of 172 miles per hour that gusted to over 200, making Camille
the most intense hurricane to strike the U.S. mainland in the nation's history. Human tragedy
bordered on the unspeakable. As the screen switched to aerial footage of the devastation,
Cronkite commented, “This is the former site of the Richelieu Apartments, where twenty-three
people laughed in the face of death, and twenty-three people died.”The Duckworths were
devastated.Cronkite went on, but they heard little more. As Hubert tried to be stoic in accepting
the news, Josephine exploded in tears. She bargained with God, praying that this latest
information was just another mistake. She vowed that she would not abandon hope until they
had indisputable firsthand confirmation of Ben's death. After all, they'd lived on the coast near
Biloxi until Ben was in eleventh grade, so the boy certainly knew about tropical storms and how
serious they could be. Surely, of all people, their son wouldn't have been foolish enough to
attend a “hurricane party”! But through the rest of the evening and through the night, no calls
came with any further news.The following morning, as always, Hubert donned a white shirt and a
tie. His first stop was the bank, where he withdrew five hundred dollars. The local funeral director
had advised him to carry the cash on his trip to Pass Christian, because it might be needed to
assure that Ben's body was transported to Jackson quickly and with due care. They would have
an open-casket viewing if possible, but that would depend on the condition of Ben's corpse
when it arrived. Josephine, meanwhile, remained at home, waiting and praying for the phone call
from Ben that, in her mind, could possibly come at any minute.After picking up one of Ben's
friends, Charles Edward Barranco, Hubert drove to the home of his daughter, Marian. His son-in-
law, Bill—the Reverend Dr. Bill Duncan, a Baptist minister—was waiting at the driveway. He



asked Hubert to open his trunk so they could load a few things: a couple of bow saws, an axe, a
coil of rope, a come-along, a box of miscellaneous tools, work gloves, flashlights, jugs of water, a
full gas can, and blankets. Marian scampered up with a bag of sandwiches and, teary eyed,
kissed them. Hubert hadn't eaten a sandwich in years—he just wasn't a sandwich kind of person
—but he thanked his daughter for her thoughtfulness. It hadn't occurred to him that food and
water might be a problem or that they might need to cut their way through obstructions to get to
the site of Ben's apartment.They headed south on two-lane Highway 49. The road had already
been cleared of debris, and the trio made the first eighty miles without incident. Approaching
Hattiesburg, however, they began to see evidence of wind damage. Not just the fallen branches
and scattered trash they had in Jackson but garage roofs lifted, trees uprooted, cars crushed,
and farm outbuildings flattened. South of Hattiesburg, with another seventy miles to go, they
were stopped at a roadblock manned by National Guard troops. Just a short time earlier, at
11:37 that morning, the governor had declared martial law for the coastal counties.A young
corporal with a rifle slung over his shoulder asked Hubert for his destination. “Pass Christian,” he
answered.The young man shook his head. “You can't go there, sir. The hurricane wiped out the
roads.”“Did it wipe out 49?”“No, sir, but it sure did a big-time job on Highway 90. Our orders are
to not let anyone through to the coast. What's your business?”Hubert took a deep breath. “My
business, young man, is that my son was just killed there. We're going there to get his body.”The
corporal's face ran pale. “I'm sorry, sir … ,” he stammered. “I can't guarantee that you'll get
through. But if you want to try, I sure won't be the one to stop you.” He waved them through the
roadblock.The opportunity to speed down an open road was short. After a few miles, they came
up behind an incongruously fully loaded Budweiser beer truck. They followed it almost to
Gulfport, where it turned east toward Biloxi. Although Hubert, Bill, and Charles Edward didn't
know it then, all of those cases of cans labeled as brew were actually filled with water destined
for survivors and relief workers. Hubert turned right onto Pass Road. This was the back way into
Pass Christian, and he knew it well.The devastation there was phenomenal, with not a single
structure undamaged. They were stopped every couple of blocks by deputies or National Guard
troops. The din of chainsaws muddled all attempts at communicating, and Hubert explained his
mission over and again. With the few remaining blocks impassable to vehicles, they got out and
walked. Despite the August heat, Hubert still wore his tie, his collar still buttoned. It never
occurred to him to do otherwise.Ahead and to the south lay a wasteland, with not a wall left
standing within three blocks of the Gulf. They climbed over and through the rubble to the site of
the Richelieu, which they could identify only by its swimming pool. Truncated pipes jutted eerily
from the foundation slabs; Camille had even claimed the toilets and bathtubs those pipes had
supplied. Hubert wandered through the devastation in a semi-stupor, remembering the smiling
photographs of Ben, Josephine, and their young granddaughter snapped at this very spot last
Christmas. Now, it seemed as if those memories had been part of another world. He prodded
himself into focusing on his current mission: he needed to find the morgue and have Ben's body
shipped home. Considering the number of lives the storm had claimed in this little town, surely



the local authorities had set up a temporary morgue somewhere close.Hubert noticed a young
man in olive drab tramping around nearby, also shaking his head in solemn disbelief. Hubert
squinted; the fellow looked familiar. In fact, he was an acquaintance of Ben's, Mike Gannon. It
didn't immediately register with Hubert that this fellow had also been living at the Richelieu. He
asked Mike if he knew where Ben might have been taken.“Yes, Mr. Duckworth,” Mike replied. “I
saw them carry Ben into the high school yesterday morning along with a lot of others. Do you
know where that is?”Hubert nodded and swallowed as he straightened his tie. Southern
gentlemen don't cry—at least not in public.Thirty-three-year-old Mary Ann Gerlach gained near-
instant national fame with her remarkable survival story, which she enhanced with additional
details each time she was interviewed by yet another reporter. She and her sixth husband,
Frederick (or “Fritz,” as most people knew him), had lived at the Richelieu. Both had worked
night shifts the evening before the hurricane, she as a cocktail waitress and he as a Seabee in
the navy. Mary Ann told reporters:The first thing that popped in my mind was party time! We all
got together and decided we were going to have a hurricane party on the third floor. I went out
and got all kinds of stuff to fix, you know, sandwiches and hors d'oeuvres and got a bunch of
stuff to drink. Well, all the Civil Defense people had come up trying to get us out, and the
manager and his wife kept telling us, “No need to go, it's ridiculous, just stay here.”Mary Ann and
Fritz never did join the group on the third floor. They decided to nap first and were awakened
around 10:00 p.m. by thumping sounds from below. The electricity was out by then, and they
ventured into the living room by flashlight. To their horror, the Gulf of Mexico was one-third of the
way up their second-story picture window, some twenty feet above normal sea level. As they
dashed back to their bedroom, the front window imploded, the sea rushed in, and the building
shuddered. Years earlier as a new enlistee, Fritz had talked a buddy into passing his swimming
test for him, and now that ruse came back to haunt him; he couldn't swim a lick. With waist-deep
water swirling around them and their furniture floating, Mary Ann blew up an air mattress she
kept for the swimming pool and gave it to Fritz.Moments later, the rear window shattered and
she swam out with the current—smack into a maze of electrical wires. The sea, surging in
through the front and out the rear of the apartment, swept Fritz out behind her. She disentangled
herself and pushed off from the doomed building. “My legs,” she explained, “were real strong,
you know, from doing cocktail waitress work for so long.” Meanwhile, Fritz drowned. Several days
later, his body was found tangled in a tree several miles inland, mangled and
decomposed.Some six hours later, unable to walk and wearing only tattered shorts and the
ragged remnants of a short-sleeved sweatshirt, Mary Ann sat shivering in the mud into the
morning. She spied a man tramping through the debris and called to him for help. He asked if
she had seen his wife. “No, I haven't seen anyone alive but you,” she replied. The man stumbled
away in a trance, repeating his wife's name over and over.She huddled, still shivering, for more
than an hour before the next person came along, a young man she recognized as a local post
office clerk. She shouted to him. The postal clerk and two other men carried Mary Ann to the
white high school, where the shop area was being converted to a temporary morgue and most of



the rest of the building was sheltering survivors. A few hours later, several National Guard troops
in a LARC transferred her to the Miramar Nursing Home. There, as her wounds were being
tended, Mary Ann explained to the nurses that she was the sole survivor of the Richelieu
Apartments.The word quickly got out to the reporters, and as journalists swarmed in to interview
her over and again, Mary Ann got better and better at remembering various details of her
extraordinary survival story. Nationwide, hundreds of broadcasts and newspapers reported that
Mary Ann Gerlach had been the sole survivor out of two dozen revelers at a “hurricane party” in
the ill-fated apartment building.In truth, at least eight others had survived the destruction of the
Richelieu. Several of them had heroic motives for remaining there that terrible night, and all
suffered consequences as agonizing as Mary Ann's harrowing experience. Camille's “hurricane
party,” however, has become embedded in American folklore, and perhaps some good has
come from that. Wittingly or not, Mary Ann Gerlach raised the consciousness of millions of
Americans that hurricanes are not auspicious occasions for partying.Louisiana, Daybreak,
August 18, 1969New Orleans had been lucky. The local damage reported by the Times-
Picayune amounted to nothing more sensational than awnings and signs down, power outages
in the suburbs, a light plane flipped over at the airport, and minor flooding in the lowest-lying
neighborhoods. The emerging news on television over the next few days was the incredible
devastation along the Mississippi Gulf Coast, running from Waveland through Bay St. Louis,
Pass Christian, Gulfport, and Biloxi, and extending at least as far east as Ocean Springs. It was
this story about the disaster just to the east, supplemented with dozens of photographs of the
mayhem there, that dominated the news in the Big Easy.It was several days before any news
arrived from Plaquemines Parish, home to twenty thousand people. There was but a single two-
lane road linking that hundred-mile-long birdsfoot delta with New Orleans, and neither news
reporters nor the evacuated residents were permitted back in the parish beyond the National
Guard roadblock at Myrtle Grove. To the south, the road was obstructed by everything from
uprooted trees to whole mangled houses to wrecked drilling equipment and even a 120-foot
river barge that had washed over the levee. Below the town of Port Sulphur, where there had
recently been a thoroughfare with side streets and businesses and residences, there now
stretched a twenty-mile-long lagoon trapped between the river's west levee and the parish's
back levee. Hundreds of animal carcasses floated in that grizzly pool, along with the wreckages
of homes now teeming with snakes and fire ants. The air buzzed with hordes of hungry
mosquitoes.Although the governor and others inspected the damage from the air, the only news
to report about lower Plaquemines Parish was that there was virtually nothing left standing there.
And that, essentially, was the substance of the first brief articles in the Times-Picayune. With
nothing left and nobody allowed in, what more could be written about Plaquemines Parish?
Nelson County, Virginia, August 19, 1969No hurricane can sustain extreme winds very long after
it makes landfall, and by midday on Monday, August 18, Camille's jurisdiction passed from the
NHC to the parent National Weather Service in Washington. Now diminished to a rain squall, the
storm's remnants swept across western Tennessee Monday afternoon, angled across Kentucky



and into West Virginia on Tuesday, then took a southerly turn toward the Blue Ridge Mountains
of central Virginia. The rains were not particularly heavy, and the Weather Service predicted that
the storm would fully dissipate west of the mountains.Nelson County sprawls over 471 square
miles bordered on the northwest by the four-thousand-feet-high Blue Ridge Mountains and on
the southeast by the James River. Three shallow rivers—the Tye, the Piney, and the Rockfish—
gurgle across the county on their way to the James. Along the way, they are fed by numerous
creeks—Davis Creek, Possum Trot Creek, Hat Creek, Little Joe Creek, and so on— which
contribute to the beauty of the landscape even though they are normally brooks just a few feet
wide and mere inches deep. The four main roads—U.S. 29 and State Routes 56, 151, and 6—all
cross rivers and creeks, and they run parallel to one stream or another for miles at a time. Most
of the numerous secondary county roads also follow or cross the streams.In 1969, Nelson
County had a population of about 12,000 and no incorporated towns; Lovingston, the county
seat, was home to just 670 residents. The county's single desegregated middle school had 324
students, and its two high schools (one black, one white) enrolled 676. Half of the region was
forested, and most of the remainder was farmland or pasture. The only two factories stood near
the county lines: American Cyanamide's dye extraction plant at Piney River in the southwest and
a soapstone operation at Schuyler in the northeast. All in all, it was a quiet place with virtually no
crime—not even a graffiti artist and very few litterbugs. Big news was when the county's single
traffic light—a blinking one at that—malfunctioned.Nelson County never produced a governor, a
movie star, or a sports celebrity; the most famous native is Earl Hamner Jr., whose published
tales of his boyhood in Schuyler became the basis of the popular 1970s television series The
Waltons. Of their native son Hamner, the county folks were, and still are, intensely proud. Not so
much because of his personal success as a writer but because he had so effectively portrayed
their cooperative rural value system.Although Camille no longer packed hurricane-force winds
as she approached this tranquil place, she still toted most of the 108 billion tons of tropical
moisture she had vacuumed from the Gulf. Nobody in the National Weather Service had thought
much about where all that water would end up or what it might do to those it fell on. Nor did
anyone consider what might happen when the remnants of Camille collided with another storm
system—a cold front—that was then sweeping into Virginia from the north. Given that separately
each system was likely to produce rain, the situation was seemingly as straightforward as it
could be: forecast rain for central Virginia. And so the weather report in the Charlottesville
newspaper tersely predicted on August 19, 1969, “Rain tonight, clearing tomorrow.”Warren
Raines and his brother Carl Jr., ages fourteen and sixteen, spent that summer afternoon
bicycling around Massies Mill, a village of forty homes in the upper valley of the Tye River. The
stream, whose source lay in the Blue Ridge Mountains a few dozen miles away, was barely shin-
deep this time of the year. Against the backdrop of the gray-blue mountain range rolled a vibrant
carpet of green meadows punctuated with stands of forest and, lower, a patchwork of bucolic
bottomland pastures and orchards, split-rail fences, white farmhouses, and weathered barns
with red tin roofs. In every direction, the place looked like a picture postcard.As the sky clouded



over, the brothers stopped by the orchard supply store managed by their father. The rural
mailman, Tinker Bryant, pulled up and waved a cheerful hello; he attended the same church as
the Raines family, and the boys knew his three daughters. He was singing a song that was high
on the charts that summer: “God didn't make them little green apples and it don't rain in
Indianapolis in the summertime.”Carl Raines greeted his sons and reminded them he'd be a few
hours late getting home. Today was the primary runoff election for the Democratic gubernatorial
candidate, and he had volunteered to work at the polls for a while. A Democratic primary was a
particularly important event here, given that there was only one registered Republican in all of
Nelson County.After a late supper that evening, Warren, Carl Jr., their brother Sandy, age nine,
and their sisters Ginger, seven, and Johanna, eighteen, sat on the front porch with their parents
as they often did on summer evenings. Missing was their oldest sister, who was away in
Lynchburg. With the election still on his mind, Carl Sr. described to his children how Virginia had
an excellent record of honest and effective government—surely the best in the whole nation.
Even in hard-fought elections, the politics here were honest. A gentle rain had just begun.The
conversation turned to the newly completed section of four-lane road on Route 29, which
bypassed the steep and narrow streets of Lovingston and was surely going to make it easier to
get around. Warren brought up something more exciting: the hurricane that had torn up parts of
Louisiana and Mississippi two days ago. There had been footage of the destruction on the
national news that evening. Everyone on the porch concurred that they couldn't imagine living in
a place vulnerable to such devastation.It was around eleven o'clock, with the rain getting
heavier, when the Raines family went to bed.CHAPTER 2OF LOVE AND LIFENo disaster—
indeed, no human event—is ever written on a blank slate. Collective knowledge, the local
culture, and the consequences of prior social decisions and indecisions all combine to affect the
human toll when nature goes on a rampage. When their plans and expectations go awry,
leaders, followers, those who would prefer to be left alone, and outsiders—including scientists
and government officials—find themselves interacting in new and unfamiliar ways. How
effectively they cooperate depends on what they know, what they don't know, and what they may
erroneously think they know.The story of Hurricane Camille began long before that particular
storm made its debut in August 1969. In fact, it may be argued that the tale began more than
three centuries earlier, when European immigrants—unlike the indigenous (and wiser?)
American Indians— started building settlements on storm-vulnerable coasts. Perhaps it was
natural for the European colonists to exercise a man-over-nature bravado in their patterns of
settlement; after all, it was through that same kind of audacity that their culture had managed to
develop the maritime technology that brought them to the New World in the first place. But there
was also the matter that, in an era of slow and limited communications compounded by
language differences (French, English, and Spanish), harsh meteorological lessons learned by
one pocket of coastal dwellers did little to inform people elsewhere who were similarly at risk.
This continued to be the case through the nineteenth century and even well into the twentieth.In
1893, for instance, a hurricane struck Cheniere Caminada, a barrier peninsula near Grand Isle,



Louisiana, destroying a palatial resort and the nearby town and claiming as many as twenty-
three hundred lives. The cruel lesson of that site's vulnerability was heeded by New Orleans
investors and vacationers, and the resort was never rebuilt. A mere seven years later and three
hundred miles to the west, however, a similar hurricane flooded most of the geographically
comparable city of Galveston, Texas, killing about eight thousand. What effect did the Cheniere
Caminada disaster have on mitigating the great Galveston catastrophe of 1900? Apparently
none whatsoever.As communications technology advanced during the twentieth century, so did
the timeliness and accuracy of the news about hurricanes. Seldom, however, did such
information about disastrous tropical storms mobilize any community to plan for them. True,
Galveston reacted to its own catastrophe by building a concrete seawall and bringing in fill dirt to
raise the entire city. But the Galveston disaster wasn't news to the residents of that municipality;
it was part of their direct experience.News is what happens to someone else. And for many
decades, that continued to be the general attitude in virtually all of the nation's coastal
communities—at least those that hadn't already experienced a recent disaster of their own.It
was in 1957 that Louisianans harboring this attitude of collective aloofness were kicked in the
pants. The educational stimulus was a hurricane called Audrey. If there was any meaning to be
extracted from the misery of Audrey's victims, it was in everyone's hope that at least some public
officials and scientists may have learned important lessons from the calamity. Audrey was a
disaster that should not be allowed to repeat itself.And, indeed, it would be largely because of
Audrey that, twelve years later, Camille didn't claim many more lives than she did in
Louisiana.Southwest Louisiana, 1957On the afternoon of June 24, 1957, which is early in the
season for a major hurricane, the New Orleans office of the Weather Bureau picked up a radio
message from a Mexican shrimp boat reporting heavy seas in the Bay of Campeche, with winds
of forty-five miles per hour and gusts above sixty. That evening, after corroborating reports
arrived from several other ships in the area, the Weather Bureau issued its first bulletin that a
tropical storm had developed in the Gulf of Mexico about five hundred miles south of the
Louisiana-Texas border. The next morning, June 25, with the storm escalating to one hundred
miles per hour and inching twenty miles closer, the Weather Bureau posted a hurricane watch
for the Texas and Louisiana coasts. The name of that slow-moving storm, the first of the 1957
season, was Audrey.At 10:00 a.m. on June 26, with the storm 317 miles from the coast and
tracking north at 7.8 miles per hour, the Weather Bureau upgraded the hurricane watch to an
official hurricane warning, predicting tides of five to eight feet above normal and advising
residents to move from low or exposed places. Landfall, the meteorologists figured, would be in
about thirty-six hours—late on the evening of June 27—and the most likely spot was Port Arthur
on the Texas-Louisiana border. That report was relayed to radio and television stations in
southern Louisiana and along the Texas coast as far as Corpus Christi. Meanwhile, residents of
southwestern Louisiana noticed a strange phenomenon: thousands of critters making a mass
exodus from the lower areas. Some enterprising Cajuns scooped up crawfish by the bucket and
stuffed them in freezers, figuring to sell them after the storm. And at Holly Beach, large schools



of mullet thrashed in the surf, vainly attempting to swim north.Early on the evening of
Wednesday, June 26, Audrey intensified. She would soon enter the range of Houston's ground-
based radar, and despite the primitive state of that technology in 1957, it would be possible to
begin tracking the storm from land. Louisiana had no weather radar equipment whatsoever at
that time, so the New Orleans branch of the Weather Bureau, which officially “owned” the storm,
had to depend on Houston's interpretations of their radar blips. A few hours later, Houston
reported that the storm's movement had increased to about eleven miles per hour, which meant
that it would strike the coast sooner than previously expected. In its 10:00 p.m. advisory, the New
Orleans weather station increased its estimate of tidal flooding on the state's western coast to
nine feet but made no mention of a revised time of landfall. Such information would probably
have made little difference anyway, given the time of night that advisory reached the radio
stations.Although a few folks from southern Cameron and Vermilion Parishes had evacuated,
most had not. Many hadn't even heard about the approaching hurricane until they got home from
work on the afternoon of June 26. As night fell, Audrey was still almost two hundred miles
offshore and the skies were clear with no more than a gentle breeze. And given that almost
nobody lived in the vast marshlands within a couple of miles of the shore, even those who heard
about the newly predicted nine-foot tidal surge figured it couldn't possibly reach many homes.
The wind speed was people's only concern; they knew that they might see some wind damage
in the next day or two.Then, around midnight, the New Orleans office of the Weather Bureau got
two pieces of horrifying information. First came a report that Audrey had intensified dramatically:
she now had sustained winds of 135 miles per hour. Second, she was now racing toward the
coast at 16 miles per hour and possibly even faster. Audrey would strike southwestern Louisiana
early in the morning and with devastating winds.Oblivious to the fact that there were but two
routes north in all of Cameron Parish and just one way out of southwestern Vermilion Parish, the
Weather Bureau issued a warning advising everyone in the low-lying areas to head inland at
daybreak. By then, it was after midnight and most folks were asleep, confident that the hurricane
was still a day away. Nor did it help that one radio station had a shift change that led the
incoming announcer to repeat an earlier advisory when the new message slipped to the floor
and lay there unnoticed. Many late listeners got the impression that nothing at all had changed in
the previous six hours and that the storm had stalled out in the Gulf. Others—particularly those
Cajuns who had never developed a strong ear for the English language—had difficulty
understanding the broadcasts through the rising levels of static on the AM-band radios that were
still the norm in 1957.But Audrey hadn't stalled. Instead, she had escalated both in wind speed
and in forward movement, and she made landfall at the town of Cameron (pronounced
“Camrun”) around 6:00 a.m., with sustained winds of 145 miles per hour punctuated by higher-
speed gusts. The Weather Bureau had also been wrong in its forecast of a nine-foot tidal surge;
it was actually twelve to thirteen feet in Cameron. On top of this great bulge of seawater, the wind
whipped up waves to a height of another six feet. More than one-third of that parish seat's eleven
hundred residents perished in the flooding. Many of the survivors owed their lives to the



structural integrity of the courthouse; old photographs of Audrey's aftermath show that building
standing battered and windowless, surrounded by a domain of total destruction.Of Louisiana's
sixty-four parishes, Cameron Parish is the largest in land area yet the third smallest in
population. Today, some 9,991 people—including 388 blacks, 44 Asians, and 37 American
Indians— live on the parish's 1,313 square miles of dry land (another 619 square miles are
permanently underwater). At the time of Audrey, the parish was even more sparsely occupied,
with a total population of just 6,900, or an average of just five folks per square mile. As a point of
reference, through the late 1800s, the federal government defined as “frontier” any region that
averaged fewer than six residents per square mile.To enter the parish from the east or west, one
still has only a single choice: the two-lane State Route 82, which, several miles inland, parallels
the shoreline for about one hundred miles. Within this stretch, just two roads branch off to the
north. If Route 82 floods, many folks are certain to be trapped.In good weather, it's a picturesque
drive. Expanses of high grass dance in anthropomorphic choruses, egrets wade in the swamps,
hawks circle above. Here and there stands a cabin surrounded by shallow water, planks
spanning concrete blocks for foot access. The high and incongruously modern bridge over the
intracoastal waterway offers an unforgettable vista of mile after mile of swamps and bayous. It's
hard to envision an angry storm-swept sea surging in so far and inundating not just this road but
a huge chunk of countryside extending as far as twenty miles farther inland and more than
seventy-five miles east and west. Clearly, this is not a place where folks can afford to dally on
news of an oncoming hurricane. Nor is there any question that the lives of everyone here depend
on the accuracy and timeliness of tropical storm warnings.Along this stretch are several
chenieres, French for “places of oaks.” These are long narrow stretches of marginally high
ground—at least a few feet above the surrounding marsh—that run parallel to the coast.
Chenieres are remnants of beaches that were stranded inland in eons past as the Mississippi
River shifted its course west and then back east again. Their most distinguishing feature is their
forests of stately live oaks, the crooked spreading branches and dangling Spanish moss forming
a magnificent canopy.Pecan Island, which is actually a cheniere rather than an island, lies about
seventy-five miles east of the site of Audrey's landfall. Pickup trucks here outnumber cars, and
watercraft outnumber pickups— some backyards stowing as many as five trailered fishing boats.
The name “Broussard” is on at least half the mailboxes.Beneath a magnificent oak in Stephen
and Florence Broussard's front yard sprawls a shrine to the Virgin Mary. They are in their mid-
eighties now, Stephen tethered to a bottle of oxygen. In 1957, the couple had eight living
children, another having died as a toddler. Stephen was considerably more robust then—a
husky, hard-working, hard-drinking Cajun who, by all accounts, dispatched his considerable
family responsibilities with vigor.When asked about Audrey, Stephen's voice cracks. He glances
to Florence. Only when she nods does he continue. “We went through twenty-four hours of hell,”
he says, “and it didn't have to be that way.”At that time, they lived on this same property in a
single-story four-bedroom frame house. One son, Brent, was off visiting an aunt farther inland,
but the other seven children were at home. Stephen stayed up listening to the radio for updates



about the hurricane. On the news that the storm was gaining strength, he walked outside and
found the wind blowing from the southeast and bending the tree-tops, not a good sign. He went
to the bedroom and woke Florence.Florence, however, was reluctant to rouse the children and
crowd them into the station wagon in the wee hours of the morning. Her father would be arriving
in a few hours. Why not wait and include him in the decision?“If your Daddy wants to stay here
and drown, that's his ass!” Stephen retorted. “I'm lookin' after those kids and you!”Unfortunately,
like most men of that time and place, Stephen wasn't quite sure how to get even one child ready
to travel, let alone seven, and when this fact dawned on him he acquiesced to waiting for
Florence's parents to arrive. He piled blankets, food, and water jugs in the station wagon, then
returned to the radio to listen for weather updates that never came.Around 6:00 a.m., with the
wind howling, Stephen met his wife's parents as they entered the driveway. Expecting his father-
in-law to be an ally, he shouted, “Please go in there and explain to Florence that we need to
leave now!”The older man's response was a cruel surprise. “What are you, boy, a coward? I've
seen blows like this that didn't amount to crap, and we'll ride out this one too. Right here.” He
punctuated his words by jabbing his finger toward the ground. To Stephen, a World War II
veteran of the Pacific theater, the suggestion that he was a coward was like having a knife stuck
in his ribs, then twisted.Perhaps the outcome would not have been so tragic, Stephen would
later reflect, if they'd had the luxury of another hour or so to discuss the matter. Unfortunately,
within moments, water came pouring over the low bank in front of the house. Unbelievably,
waves were breaking nearly five miles inland and, although they couldn't have known this at the
time, at a point seventy miles from the eye of the hurricane. Stephen hustled his family into the
station wagon, but the road was already flooded, and they got only as far as the end of the
driveway before the water began to swamp the vehicle. With no alternative, they dashed back to
the house.The power was out, and they would get no more news reports. The wind drove the
rain in sheets, and the house shuddered. Around 8:00 a.m., a mighty surge lifted the house off
its blocks. As the home split and started to sink, the Broussards helped each other into the
attic.Struggling with her six-month-old daughter Estelle in her arms, Florence slipped and
became wedged between a pair of joists. As she passed the screaming infant to her father, a
wave crashed through the wrecked gable and swept the baby away. For Stephen it was a terrible
choice: his daughter or his wife. He chose his wife first and successfully freed her from the
sinking framing. By then the baby was gone. The infant's body would never be found.They
climbed out on the roof, which itself was beginning to disintegrate. Florence held onto eighteen-
month-old Michael. As the family locked arms to keep from being tossed into the water, they
were bumped by the floating end wall of their ruined house. It seemed a better raft than they
were on, and the grandparents and three of the children climbed onto it before the wind drove it
away. Florence didn't see what happened next, but Stephen did. A wave broke over that sorry
platform and swept the older folks and the three children into the floodwaters. Florence's mother
lost hold of three-year-old Larissa and saved herself only by grabbing a dangling electrical cable.
Four-year-old Veronica was also gone. Carolyn, age six, and her grandparents somehow



climbed back onto the floating wreckage. A full day would pass before Stephen and Florence
would learn that at least those three had survived.The remaining section of roof dwindled to a
mere three-by-seven-foot raft—a tight squeeze for Florence, Stephen, and three children.
Stephen snagged a quilt from the wind-whipped water and bound everyone together, then
twisted the corners around his own arms and held onto them with his full strength. Through the
rest of the day and into the night, the rain and waves beat them relentlessly. The hundred-mile-
per-hour wind swept them into an open lake. The rain struck them like bullets, hour after
hour.The inland waters in these parts teem with creatures that shun the salt water, which was
now flooding their habitats. After nightfall, Stephen felt snakes crawling up his arms and legs.
Each time one slithered onto him, he grabbed it and pitched it back into the darkness. Then
Stephen Jr. complained that something had bitten him. Although the elder Stephen tried to
assure everyone it was just a water bug bite, the reality became unavoidable when the boy
began to hallucinate. They were helpless to do anything but stay clustered together and hang
onto their feeble raft.It was a long and miserable night—with three children almost certainly
drowned, the fate of another and Florence's parents unknown, and Stephen Jr. with his
snakebite. At daybreak, two pairs of fang marks stood out unmistakably on the child's swollen
right cheek and ear.The storm had driven them more than two miles across White Lake.
Recognizing a hunting camp on shore, Stephen plunged in and swam through the debris to fetch
fresh water, praying that no snakes would bite his own face when he surfaced for air. As he filled
a kettle from the hand pump in a battered cabin, he noticed that two soggy bunk beds were
curiously dark. On closer inspection, he found them covered with snakes.Then he heard a boat
motor.Arriving to check on the damage at his hunting camp, the owner ferried the Broussards to
the south landing. Unfortunately, it was too late to save Stephen Jr., and the boy died en route to
the Abbeville hospital. Stephen Sr. spent the next three weeks unsuccessfully searching for his
three missing daughters. He and Florence had lost four of their eight children plus their home
and all of their belongings in that one terrible twenty-four-hour period.“Nothing I experienced in
three years of war in the Pacific compared to that night in the hurricane,” he says. With tears in
his eyes and raw pain in his voice, he adds, “I still think about those children every night.” Every
night for forty-five years.After making eye contact with Florence in a nonverbal communication
that only the two of them understand, he goes on. “I also stopped drinking. Not immediately, but
a number of years later. And then I saw a doctor who prescribed some pills for my depression.”
That's something he hasn't told many people, he explains, but it's something that might be
relevant. And there's something else. He never managed to forgive his father-in-law, a man who
to his death demonstrated little contrition for his contribution to the demise of those four children.
Tolerance for his father-in-law flirted with its limit a few years after Audrey when the man
accidentally cut off two of Stephen's fingers with a power tool.Yet even this was not the end of
the Broussards' misfortunes. A few years after the hurricane, another son was killed by a car
while riding his bicycle. Then, just a few years ago, an adult son, Brent, died in the crash of a
small plane. It is the reflection on Brent's death, the most recent, that comes close to cracking



the veneer of Florence's composure.How did their marriage manage to survive such an
astounding string of tragedies? Without hesitation, Stephen points at Florence. “I love that
woman!” he says. Glassy-eyed, she returns him a loving smile.Although the Broussards briefly
considered relocating farther inland after the 1957 disaster, they ultimately decided to rebuild on
the site of their earlier home with the mutual commitment that they would leave immediately at
the first warning of any hurricane. Florence gave birth to another five children, for a total of
fourteen. She named two of them after their siblings who had died in Audrey.Hurricane Audrey
was a disaster on multiple levels. In the parish seat of Cameron alone, the storm surge drowned
395 people—more than one-third of that little town's population at the time. More than another
100 died elsewhere in Cameron Parish and in lower Vermilion Parish, and hundreds who did
survive incurred serious injuries ranging from fractures to snakebites. Virtually everyone in that
huge region lost one or more loved ones in the hurricane, and several entire families were wiped
out. At least 102 bodies were never found. The flooding extended as far as twenty-five miles
inland along seventy miles of shoreline, sweeping away the homes of people who never thought
of themselves as living particularly close to the coast. No structure in the region escaped
damage. Five thousand people—the vast majority of the residents of that place at that time—
were left homeless.The dead, injured, and the dispossessed were victims not just of a natural
phenomenon but also of an unfortunate confluence of human mistakes and oversights. Not only
had the Weather Bureau's early warnings understated the danger, but inexperienced
announcers at small rural radio stations delivered those advisories lackadaisically and
sometimes inaccurately. Locally, there were no public emergency plans in place. Even if such
plans had existed, and the residents had been aware of them, they would have been useless
unless some knowledgeable authority had contacted the local public officials directly. As it was,
the local officials received no better advice or information than their constituents got directly
from their own radios— information that ran late by six to twelve hours.The catastrophe, of
course, did nothing to enhance these rural folks' confidence in the distant federal bureaucracy
that issued national hurricane forecasts. Even as the oil companies had been making correct
and timely decisions to safeguard and evacuate their offshore platforms, the common citizens
had been erroneously assured that they had another full day to prepare before Audrey's landfall.
In the aftermath, many victims vilified the meteorologists as inept, overpaid, unfamiliar with the
regions their forecasts affected, and even lacking the courage to contritely visit the places where
people had died because of their ineptitude. In Cameron Parish, a group of angry survivors
banded together to bring a class-action lawsuit against the Weather Bureau and the radio
stations. But, nine days after the disaster, every tape and transcript of the local stations' weather
announcements mysteriously disappeared. Lacking the necessary evidence, and in the face of
the Weather Bureau's virtually impregnable claim of legal immunity, the lawsuits never
progressed.The forecasters at the Weather Bureau were the only group that saw a meager
upside to the catastrophe. If such forecasting and communication errors had been made in the
face of a similar fast-moving and accelerating hurricane heading toward New Orleans and the



eastern coast of Louisiana, several hundred thousand people would have been trapped and the
death toll might have run into the tens of thousands. Eventually, someday, a hurricane like that
was bound to come along. And when that happened, hopefully the whole central Gulf Coast
would remember at least one two-word lesson from Audrey: storm surge.CHAPTER 3BAYOU
COUNTRYCultural geography is never disconnected from physical geography, and that's
especially true for Louisiana. Roughly one-sixth of the Pelican State's total area—nearly eight
thousand square miles—is covered by water, with most of this submerged land lying in the
southern parishes. The state's rainfall averages sixty-four inches a year, vying for the highest in
the continental United States. Although the winter rains are sometimes daylong drizzles, the
summer showers tend to come in compact squalls and thunderstorms that dump torrents as
they race through, sometimes drenching one side of a community while leaving the other side
bone dry. And, of course, the state also gets its share of the ultimate rainstorms: hurricanes.Just
east of the region devastated by Audrey sprawls the territory immortalized by Longfellow's epic
poem Evangeline, the tragic story of lovers parted when the British deported thousands of
French-speaking people from the Acadian region of Canada in 1755. Most of the displaced
Acadians (the word eventually evolving into “Cajuns”) settled around the bayous and swamps of
southern Louisiana, where virtually nobody else would have considered living. Here, isolated
from the political turmoil of the rest of the world, they learned to thrive in peaceful harmony with
nature.The soggy soil supported squash, okra, and tomatoes, which the Cajuns stewed in
gumbos with alligator meat, crawfish, and catfish. Rice also thrived, and mixing it with the other
edibles led to the dish they called “jambalaya.” The more energetic fishermen poled their
pirogues down the waterways to the Gulf, where they scooped up abundant shrimp and oysters.
Unlike in the eastern provinces of Canada, with their bitter winters and rocky soil, food in
southern Louisiana was plentiful year-round. And although the Cajun homes were small and
simple, they were built of cypress, which was impervious to rot. This was a place where families
could literally live from day to day, oblivious to the insanity of the outside world. The pace of the
Cajun lifestyle adjusted itself accordingly.Being born in southern Louisiana was hardly different
from being planted there, and even until recently many inhabitants blissfully lived their entire
lives without traveling beyond the next parish or two. When other parts of the South were mired
in racial discord, here musical groups of mixed color gave birth to zydeco, that particular
combination of French and African music set to a polka rhythm and played on guitar, accordion,
and washboard. Saturday mornings were, and still are, a time of revelry in small towns in
Acadiana, with restaurants serving beer at breakfast as their dance floors swarm with Cajuns,
Creoles of mixed color, and the occasional Latino or African American cowboy. The majority are
reverent Roman Catholics who seem to figure that Christ would never have turned water into
wine had he not intended to establish an important priority for his followers.Although some of
Acadiana's isolation had frayed by the mid-twentieth century, the fundamental culture had not.
Yes, as of 1934 there was an intracoastal waterway slicing westward from the Mississippi River
to the Texas border. Motorized shrimp boats replaced most of the pirogues, and shrimp was



actually being exported. And by the late 1950s, every road south seemed to terminate at a canal
clustered with oil-drilling equipment ready to be towed offshore or having just been brought in.
But by outside standards, traffic on the Louisiana intracoastal canal was relatively sparse; all of
the oil equipment clustered at the south ends of the roads reflected the simple fact that there just
weren't very many roads, and the shrimp boats were hardly harbingers of an industrial age.Well
into the 1970s, television reception in the area amounted to a few snowy-screened channels
from New Orleans and Lafayette, which for many Cajun families didn't justify the expense of a
TV set. Radio was the main conduit for getting news from the outside world. Although admitted
to the Union as the eighteenth state back in 1812, Louisiana never did bother to replace the
Napoleonic Code as the basis of its legal system, nor did it ever start referring to its political
subdivisions as “counties” rather than “parishes.” Louisiana was what it was, and its people and
its politicians liked it that way.Even in the latter third of the twentieth century, for many folks,
owning a boat was a higher priority than buying a car, and with relatively few outsiders having
business here, there was no good reason to pave many of the roads or to erect road signs. In
fact, road signage still remains a future agenda in much of this region. During the Civil War,
Union troops learned to their chagrin that overland campaigns here were difficult or impossible,
and even today some would argue that ground travel hasn't become a lot easier.There are but a
handful of places where the Louisiana coast is accessible by car—a few dozen miles near the
Texas border, several obscure boat launches, the gated supertanker terminal at Port Four-chon,
and adjacent Grand Isle in the east. In fact, to drive most places south of the east-west State
Route 14 still requires a commitment to an adventure on long, narrow, poorly marked, and often
unpaved roads that never take the shortest path between any two points. Regardless of where
you start and where you're going, you can be guaranteed that your route will wiggle around a
labyrinth of swamps, bayous, and lakes—provided, that is, that you don't get onto one of the
many roads that simply end at the edge of a swamp in the middle of nowhere.Even assuming
that you don't get lost (and virtually every outsider does), your odometer will run up a mileage far
out of proportion to the scale of the map you're following. The straight-line distance from
Cameron to Lake Charles, for instance, is 27 miles, yet the two land routes measure 57 and 50
miles, the latter involving a ferry. The lengthiest compulsory detours are in the southeastern
parishes. Grand Isle is only 23 miles from Port Sulphur as the crow flies, but by car it's a
whopping 189 miles, all of which are west of the Mississippi River.The southern parishes span
an expansive tidewater grassland gouged with thousands of shallow channels and lakes that
teem with millions of alligators, turtles, nutria, water moccasins, and catfish; billions of mudbugs
(crawfish); and a wide assortment of birds. At the upper border of Acadiana, a hundred miles
north of Vermilion Bay, the great silt-laden Mississippi River splits into two branches. The smaller
and more direct western river, the Atchafalaya, flows through a series of shallow lakes that
empty into a muddy bay, while the serpentine eastern branch, the Mississippi, is contained by
levees so that it flows safely past, and not into, the city of New Orleans. Because these two
major rivers are higher in elevation than most of the surrounding land, the runoff from local



rainfall flows away from them, not into them, on its way to the Gulf.In this region, the land is so
low that much of it alternates between being dry and being underwater. With such little variation
in elevation, the myriad streams are sluggish and sinuous, and in some of these, the bayous, the
direction of flow actually reverses from time to time. There are no beautiful beaches along these
shores of the Gulf, for what settles from the many streams is mud, not beach sand. All of that
sediment, however, is chock-full of nutrients that support a vast and complex ecosystem of
grasses and algae, mosquitoes and beetles, fish and fowl, arthropods and reptiles. Plus, on the
other end of the food chain are thousands of hunters, fishers, and oil-field workers.In the 50
years prior to Camille, fourteen hurricanes and twenty-seven tropical storms made landfall in
Louisiana—an average of one hurricane every 3.6 years and one tropical storm every 1.9 years.
Such arithmetic does not, however, mean that all of the residents were personally experienced
with hurricanes. Because these storms were scattered along a 397-mile coastline, hurricanes
striking the western part of the state might have but marginal effects in the east and vice versa.
Moreover, because very few people lived within a few dozen miles of the Gulf, and even in the
bayous no hurricane can sustain devastating winds for very long after it makes landfall, most
folks' direct experiences with tropical storms were likened to those of a very bad thunderstorm.
And summer thunderstorms, of course, were something everyone was accustomed to.Only after
1957 did residents of southern Louisiana begin to respect hurricanes as serious threats to life
and property. Today's heightened level of hurricane awareness in this region owes much to the
terrors of Hurricane Audrey, not because many of today's residents are old enough to remember
that catastrophe, and not because many have even read about it (in fact, very little has been
published about Audrey), but rather because of the strength of oral family traditions. In a region
where few move in and fewer move out, virtually everyone living here today has kinfolk who tell
gut-wrenching stories about the 1957 disaster—stories that in their telling and retelling make
indelible impressions on the next generation.Although official state maps include New Orleans
as part of Acadiana, to most Louisiana natives the Big Easy might just as well be in another
country. As far as the rest of the state is concerned, Plaquemines Parish, which straddles most
of the hundred miles of the Mississippi River between New Orleans and the Gulf of Mexico,
might just as well be on another planet.In 1699, Pierre Iberville established the first seat of
government for the Louisiana territory near present-day Biloxi, Mississippi (pronounced
“B'lucksy”). Then, searching for a better deepwater harbor, Iberville moved the capital to the
present site of Mobile, Alabama, in 1710. Yet it was clear that all of these early sites were too far
east to secure the French claims over the Mississippi River watershed. What the French needed
was a city on the banks of the great river itself.Exploring and charting the river's mouth was a
more formidable task than anyone anticipated. To everyone's surprise, it was not a single
channel but rather a confusing labyrinth of shifting sandbars and islets, tidal swamps,
meandering estuaries, and weird “mud lumps” that sometimes arose overnight and made a
previously navigable channel impassable. The shortest and most direct way in, it turned out,
required a ship to enter from the northeast.The solid land closest to the river's mouth was not



along the river at all but on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico about eighty miles north of the
entrance to the Main Pass, on land very close to Iberville's original coastal settlement of 1699.
Accordingly, in 1719, the capital of the Louisiana territory was moved west once again from
Mobile back to today's Biloxi.With the assistance of the local Indians, Iberville and his settlers
continued to learn more about the local geography. And a curious geography it was. If you
followed the coast west from Biloxi for about fifty miles, paddled into an immense lagoon,
beached your pirogue on the south shore, then hiked about six miles through a shallow bowl of
reasonably solid ground, you would come to an upslope that turned out to be a natural levee of
the Mississippi River, at a point 107 miles upstream of its mouth.The French company led by
Iberville's younger brother, Jeanne Baptiste Bienville, recognized not only that the land between
the river and the lagoon was a potential site for a town but that this was the southernmost
practical site for a full-sized city before the marshlands began. Bienville named the place New
Orleans. It was, in the words of one writer, “an inevitable city in an impossible location.” Today, it
is the only city in the United States with an average elevation below sea level.In 1718, when the
town's construction had barely begun, the river overflowed its natural levee and submerged the
entire project under a foot of water. Clearly, this couldn't be allowed to happen very often, and
when the water evaporated, the first order of business was to build a dike three feet high to
prevent a recurrence of such an event. Then in 1722, a hurricane sideswiped the city, and the
river surged nearly eight feet, topping the paltry dikes. Clearly, the levees needed to be stronger,
higher, and more extensive. And, indeed, each subsequent flood through the following centuries
provoked New Orleanians to make further improvements to their levee system.The quality of
building construction had improved since the early years, and with the rebuilding after the 1812
hurricane came increased attention to issues of structural integrity. Moreover, with Louisiana's
admission to U.S. statehood that year and the designation of New Orleans as the state's first
capital, financial resources became available to further expand the levee system and to install
the first crude pumping stations to lift storm water out of the city. Hurricanes and tropical storms
continued as they always had, but the improved infrastructure decreased the frequency of
damaging events.Situated so far inland, New Orleans was not particularly threatened by
extreme winds; the major concern since the earliest days had always been the prospect of
flooding. By the mid-twentieth century, the historical record seemed to demonstrate that the
extensive and ever-expanding levee system was indeed effective in holding both the river and
Lake Pontchartrain out of the city. In the aftermath of the great flood of 1927, which inundated
the homes of nearly a million people in the river's upstream watershed but spared New Orleans,
the Army Corps of Engineers took over the maintenance of the levees and embarked on a major
project of improving and extending them even farther. And although the levees superficially
appear to be mere piles of dirt, in fact they are carefully designed feats of engineering. By the
1950s, there were a thousand miles of levees in southern and eastern Louisiana, and at New
Orleans some dikes stood seventeen feet above the adjacent streets. Downstream, artificial
riverbanks extended more than ninety miles south of the city.Unfortunately, this “man over



nature” strategy has had its unanticipated consequences. By depriving the great river of its
natural floodplains, each expansion of the levee system has actually increased the vulnerability
of other parts of the region to flooding. After all, when the Mississippi rose, whether by virtue of
rains in the heartland or the block of its egress by a storm surge in the Gulf, the unrelentless flow
had to go somewhere.Meanwhile, New Orleans was sinking. Centuries before human
intervention, the common floods regularly deposited silt over the floodplains, replacing land that
had eroded or subsided. With the river contained between dikes, this natural renewal was halted;
as a result, some 85 million tons per year of waterborne silt was being forced out over the edge
of the continental shelf, where, instead of rejuvenating the land, the sediment tumbled into the
depths of the Gulf of Mexico. Pumping water from the ground aggravated the process, nearby oil
and gas extractions didn't help matters, and some sections of the city sank to nearly ten feet
below sea level. To the south, as hundreds of square miles of low-lying lands gradually
disappeared, the Gulf crept slowly toward the Big Easy. New Orleans became a bowl
surrounded by dikes.Although no large city is ever easy to evacuate, New Orleans presents a
particularly nightmarish challenge. Today's emergency planners figure that by funneling
everyone into the current four-lane highways, all of which cross waterways, a complete
evacuation would take almost three days. Thirty-five years ago, at the time of Camille, only one
interstate highway and a few low-lying two-lane roads led out. Planners then didn't even consider
the prospect of evacuating the city. They knew, a priori, that such a notion was out of the
question.Create a place, and there will always be people who figure out how to live and thrive
there. So it was with Plaquemines Parish, only one-third of which is dry land. This hundred-mile-
long peninsula, bisected by the Mississippi River and created by many thousands of years of
accumulated silt, became home to a mixture of Croatians, Italians, Spaniards, and other
European immigrants, plus a smattering of blacks.One village, aptly named Pilot Town (also
spelled Pilottown), sprang up at the “Head of Passes” at mile zero of the Mississippi River, south
of which the official river mileage runs into negative numbers. This is where bar pilots disembark
from incoming freighters to be replaced by river pilots who guide those ships farther upstream to
New Orleans or Baton Rouge, with the exchange reversing for downstream-traveling shipping.
There has never been a road to Pilot Town, nor was there one to the several other villages, now
long gone, that sprang up in these parts. There are spots on this planet where roads just don't
make sense, and much of Plaquemines Parish is still one such place.Except for the few families
in Pilot Town with occupational ties to the upstream cities, the early residents of Plaquemines
Parish and the New Orleanians generally considered each other mutually irrelevant. In fact, there
wasn't so much as a single road connecting any part of Plaquemines Parish with any other
parish until after 1900. Then in 1927, after an astonishing act of territorial aggression
spearheaded by the business community in New Orleans, Plaquemines Parish residents
ideologically solidified their historical isolation from the people and politics of the rest of the state
and even from the rest of the nation.That year, 1927, the spring rains in the nation's heartland
were relentless, and the city of New Orleans was being threatened by a great flood that had



already burst one upstream levee after another, rendering a million people homeless in Illinois,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, and northern Louisiana. Yet the upstream floods were no
relief to those downstream, because ultimately all of the floodwaters still drained back into the
Mississippi basin to continue their unrelenting journey to the Gulf. In New Orleans, the river level
flirted with the tops of the levees.
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Severin Olson, “KATRINA'S PREDECESSOR. I have always found something quite haunting
about Camille. It struck at night along the gulf coast with ungodly winds of perhaps 200 mph.
The howl can only be imagined. Storm surge was of course at record levels, swallowing up
those unfortunates too close to the ocean. Never before or since has a hurricane of such
intensity hit the US mainland.Zebrowski has certainly crafted a winner here. His description of
the landfall is especially good. He writes as a scientist but can be appreciated by all audiences.
He is also to be praised for including the flooding in Nelson county Virginia, ignored by most
writers. Hurricane destructiveness does not always end when the winds die off. The author also
draws on disaster research, explaining how disasters like Camille impact the victims and
residents of a community. The only thing I didn't like, and it is quite a small thing, was the
frequest social commentary, something apparently mandatory in all writing on the American
South.  More natural disaster, less sociology, please.”

M. C. S., “A gripping account. I highly recommend this book to anyone studying historical storms
in the US.This account is  well researched and told.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Don’t take chances.. Great book. I live on the east coast on an island,
and you realize you must never let your guard down during Hurricane season.”

Beth Scott, “Overall a great read but the story got bogged down in parts .... In depth coverage of
this catastrophic event interspersed with lots of history of the people and cities affected by the
storm. Overall a great read but the story got bogged down in parts due to delving too much into
the politics of the event.”

ealovitt, “Meticulous reporting on the tragedy and lessons of Camille. According to "Category 5:
The Story of Camille," the United States only experienced three Category Five Atlantic
Hurricanes during the Twentieth Century: The Florida Keys Labor Day Hurricane in 1935;
Hurricane Camille in 1969; and Hurricane Andrew in 1992.I'd just finished reading a couple of
books that claimed the 1935 Labor Day hurricane was the most violent of the three (see "
  
Category 5: The 1935 Labor Day Hurricane



  
  
    " by Thomas Knowles and "
  
Storm of the Century: The Labor Day Hurricane of 1935

  
  
" by Willie Drye.)Some sources indicate that there were actually 22 category 5 hurricanes from
1900 to 1999, but Camille had the strongest sustained winds (172 mph or 190 mph, depending
on which account you read). However, the Labor Day Hurricane had a lower barometric
pressure--around 892 millibars--as opposed to Camille's reading of around 905 millibars.I
suppose if you're writing a book about a hurricane, you want your storm to be the biggest and
toughest of them all. Camille certainly qualifies in almost all respects. It ripped into the coast
near Biloxi, Mississippi with wind speeds equaling those of a strong F3 tornado, but it was the
record storm surge, measured at 24.6 feet, that did the most damage to the coast. Then the still-
dangerous storm wandered inland and dumped 32 inches of rain on the hills of Virginia in just
six hours. According to the authors, this "generated floods of almost Biblical proportions."
Another 152 victims died in the landslides and flash floods generated by the dregs of
Camille."Category Five: the Story of Camille" captures both the science and the human anguish
generated by this major hurricane. The authors track some of the survivors into the new
Millennium, where the storm is still affecting their lives and their sleep. There were heroes born
of this storm, and the authors celebrate the deeds that may have save a thousand lives or a
single life. Villains, mostly racist politicians, also had their words and segregationist policies laid
bare by the storm.The penultimate chapter, "A Knotty Legacy" brilliantly summarizes the legacy
of this ferocious storm and the lessons that the United States did manage to learn. However, as
the slow emergency response in the aftermath of Katrina has proven, we still have major
improvements to make in preparing for and reacting to the major hurricanes that are an
inevitable part of our future.”

Dennis Phillips, “Let Us Never Again Forget the Lessons of Camille. The authors of this book
were putting the finishing touches on it when Katrina made landfall in generally the same area as
Camille. They went back and added a chapter but for the most part the book was left to stand on



its own in light of the more recent disaster and it stood up quite well. All through the book there
are obvious parallels between the two storms and especially the response that came in their
aftermath. It is to be hoped that government officials took the lessons of Katrina to heart in a
much more effective way than they did the lessons of Camille and that when the next major
hurricane devastates a costal area the outside response will be far more effective.One of the few
things that did improve in the years between the hurricanes was the ability of forecasters to
predict the track of the storm and to get the word out. In 1969 radar tracking and computer
models were in their infancy and up until shortly before landfall forecasters were sure that
Camille would strike Florida. Once they did realize that it was headed for Mississippi they had
trouble getting the word out and had it not been for the foresight of local officials the death toll
would have been much higher. These authors take the meteorological aspects of this story and
present them in a remarkably easy to understand way and do so to the extent that the reader will
almost be able to feel the angst of forecasters as they try to figure out just what Camille is up to.
These Hurricane Center people are remarkable.These authors do an excellent job of relating
how local authorities had taken to heart the lessons learned from hurricane Audrey in 1957 and
the precautions that they had taken because of those lessons. It is not hard to see in this
narrative that state and federal authorities were far behind the local authorities in preparedness
for Camille and that the same was true all those years later when Katrina came ashore. This is
not however just a story about the failure of government though, it is also very much a story of
the people who were the victims of this great storm. This is a story of the heroism of and
resilience of people who were hit with the worst that nature has to offer.These authors do a
marvelous job of relating the stories of individuals and families who were in the path of the
monster Camille. Through the reminiscences of those who survived the authors tell the stories of
families ripped apart and of whole families who just vanished. They tell the true story of the much
publicized collapse of the Richelieu apartments in Pass Christian, they tell the story of a group of
men out for a sail who end up weathering the storm near the mouth of the Mississippi as their
boat breaks up around them, they tell the story of people who sought refuge in local churches
only to find the large old building disintegrating around them and they tell the story of quiet
communities in Virginia where the people went to bed with no warning at all that many of them
would be washed away before dawn. Through it all the survivors immediately turned their
attention toward helping each other once the storm had passed and these survivors, many of
them wounded or in mourning themselves immediately began rescue efforts that saved untold
numbers of people. It is the heart and soul of these people that is the true story to be found in
this book and these authors have truly done these people justice in this highly readable account
of one of the great disasters in American history.”

The book by Ernest Zebrowski has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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